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YOU’RE NOT ALONE
Did you know anxiety is one of
the top five issues college
students face? This resource will
help you:
 Increase your knowledge and
understanding about anxiety.
 Gain skills and life-long tools
to recognize and manage
symptoms you may be
experiencing.

WE ALL NEED HELP
SOMETIMES

USE WHAT YOU LEARN
The ideas and tools presented
here are not intended to “get rid
of” your anxiety. Some anxiety
can be a normal, helpful, even

motivating emotion.
Practice the skills and
suggestions given here to help

alleviate and manage anxiety.
Think of it as “mental health
hygiene” to prevent a build-up
of stress and anxiety over time.

MANAGING
ANXIETY

IS MY ANXIETY
“NORMAL”?

EVERYDAY

 Response to a known
environmental factor
(relationships, danger,
academics)
 Symptoms disappear
when the stressor
disappears

These descriptions, while

not an exhaustive list, can
help you determine
whether your level of
anxiety is of concern.

 Embarrassment or selfconsciousness in an
uncomfortable or
awkward social
situation
 Making sure you are
healthy and living in a
safe environment

CONCERN
 Response to an
unknown source or
response to stress itself

 Symptoms remain
despite no identifiable
stressor
 Avoidance of social
situations for fear of
being embarrassed,
judged, or humiliated
 Performing uncontrollable repetitive actions,
such as excessive
cleaning, checking,
touching or arranging

UNDERSTANDING
ANXIETY
DISORDERS

GENERALIZED ANXIETY
DISORDER

SOCIAL ANXIETY
DISORDER

PANIC DISORDER

PHOBIAS

OBSESSIVE-COMPULSIVE
DISORDER

Chronic worry solely related to social
situations

Chronic and unrealistic worry about everyday
things that feels difficult to control (i.e., things
that do not worry most people)
Characterized by episodes of “panic” that
include things like an adrenaline surge, fear
of losing control, chest pain, racing heart,
shortness of breath, dizziness

Specific fears that are excessive in nature and
often lead to avoiding that which is feared
(e.g., public speaking, heights, tunnels, etc.)

Excessive rumination (thinking) with
repetitive behaviors to reduce anxiety

STRESS VS. PERFORMANCE

YERKES
DODSON MODEL

A person is confronted with an anxietyproducing situation which leads to an
uncomfortable sense of worry and agitation.

The anxiety-producing situation is avoided, and
the person receives a feeling of relief. However,
next time the anxiety will be worse.

ANXIETY
AVOIDANCE
ROLLER
COASTER

ADAPTED FROM HTTP://WWW.THERAPISTAID.COM/THERAPY-GUIDE/CBT-FOR-ANXIETY MODEL

PHYSICAL
 Increased heart rate
 Shortness of breath
 Chest pain or pressure
 Choking sensation

 Dizziness, lightheadedness
 Sweating, hot flashes, chills
 Nausea, upset stomach, diarrhea
 Trembling, shaking
 Weakness, unsteadiness, faintness
 Tense muscles, rigidity
 Dry mouth

COMMON ANXIETY
SYMPTOMS

BEHAVIORAL
 Avoidance of threat cues or
situations
 Escape, flight
 Pursuit of safety, reassurance
 Restlessness, agitation, pacing
 Hyperventilation
 Freezing, motionlessness
 Difficulty speaking

COMMON ANXIETY
SYMPTOMS

COGNITIVE
 Fear of losing control, being unable to
cope
 Fear of physical injury or death
 Fear of “going crazy”
 Fear of negative evaluations by others
 Frightening thoughts or memories
 Perceptions of unreality, detachment
 Poor concentration, confusion,
distractibility
 Narrowing of attention, hypervigilance
for threat
 Poor memory

 Difficulty reasoning, loss of objectivity

COMMON ANXIETY
SYMPTOMS

EMOTIONAL
 Feeling nervous, tense, wound up
 Feeling frightened, fearful, terrified
 Being edgy, jumpy, jittery
 Being impatient, frustrated

COMMON ANXIETY
SYMPTOMS

SAMPLE EXERCISE

Read the example, then fill in a
situation of your own with a goal of
understanding key things that upset
you. This will help you understand
why that type of situation is
problematic and/or repeating.

SITUATION

What did you feel anxious about? When? Where? With whom?

A student I don’t know very well invited me to a party,
and I felt anxious about going.

EMOTIONAL

What emotions did you feel when you felt anxious?

Scared, lonely, ashamed, agitated, nervous

COGNITIVE

What went through your mind when you felt anxious? What
did that say or mean about you or the situation?

I won’t know anyone at the party and will feel awkward.
No one will like me because I’m socially awkward. I won’t
have fun. But if I say no, this person won’t like me and I
won’t make friends.

BEHAVIORAL

What was your first instinct and/or automatic response? What
did you do and/or avoid doing at the time?

My first instinct was to say no. I avoided saying no, but told
her I would think about it. I never got back to her and
I didn’t go to the party.

ALTERNATE RESPONSES

Now think of alternate
responses you could use in a
similar situation in the future.

SITUATION

What did you feel anxious about? When? Where? With whom?

A student I don’t know very well invited me to a party,
and I felt anxious about going.

ALTERNATE FEELINGS

What are feelings that are more helpful? What if you acted
and thought differently about the situation? How might these
changes help you feel differently?

Excited, wanted, liked, hopeful

ALTERNATE THOUGHTS & IMAGES

Are these thoughts helpful? Are the anxious thoughts 100%
true/accurate 100% of the time? What are other ways of
looking at this? What is the bigger picture?

I may not be as socially awkward as I think.
If she invited me, she probably wants me there.
I might still have an okay time, even if I am anxious.

ALTERNATE BEHAVIORS

What could you do that would be more helpful for you, others,
and/or the situation? What coping strategies might be helpful?

I could try deep breathing, distract myself, seek support
from a friend or family member, do a pleasurable activity,
or use this worksheet.

OUTCOMES

MAKE A PLAN

SITUATION

What did you feel anxious about? When? Where? With whom?

A student I don’t know very well invited me to a party,
and I felt anxious about going.

ORIGINAL OUTCOME

I stayed in my room and watched Netflix.

DESIRED OUTCOME

What would you like the outcome to be in the future?

I want to go to the party so I can make friends. If I
feel too uncomfortable, I can always leave.

UNHELPFUL
THINKING
STYLES

ALL OR NOTHING
THINKING

Thinking in absolute, black-and-white
categories

MENTAL FILTER

Only paying attention to certain types of
evidence (e.g., dwelling on the negatives)

JUMPING TO
CONCLUSIONS

Mind reading: Imagining we know what
others are thinking
Fortune telling: Predicting the future

EMOTIONAL REASONING

LABELING

Assuming that because we feel a certain way,
what we think must be true

Assigning labels to ourselves or others

UNHELPFUL
THINKING
STYLES

OVER-GENERALIZING

DISQUALIFYING THE
POSITVE

MAGNIFICATION AND
MINIMIZATION

Seeing a pattern based on a single event or
being overly broad in conclusion we draw

Discounting the good things that have
happened

Blowing things out of proportion
(catastrophizing) or inappropriately shrinking
something to make it seem less important

PERSONALIZATION

Blaming yourself for something you weren’t
entirely responsible for OR blaming others
and overlooking ways you might have
contributed to the outcome

SHOULD/MUST
THINKING

Using words like “should,” “must,” “ought to,”
or “have to”

S

STOP As soon as you notice your mind and/or body reacting to a trigger, pause to put space
between whatever you’re reacting to and your response.

T

TAKE A BREATH Reduce the physical reaction of emotion/adrenaline by breathing
more deeply and slower. This will allow you to think more rationally.

O

TRY THIS…

OBSERVE What are your focus and thoughts? What is your body feeling?
What are you reacting to? Noticing helps defuse those feelings and thoughts,
which reduces their power over you.

P

PULL BACK/GET PERSPECTIVE Don’t believe everything you think!
Ask yourself, What’s the bigger picture? What would I tell a friend in
this same situation? What will my response mean for the long term?

P

PRACTICE WHAT WORKS/PROCEED What’s the most
helpful thing to do right now? What will be most appropriate
and effective? What fits best with my values?

…OR THIS
Grounding Exercises
When you become
overwhelmed with
distressing thoughts or
feelings, including intense
anxiety, activities that
keep your mind and body
connected (called
“grounding”) can be
helpful in regaining a
sense of stability and
mental focus.

EXAMPLES
 Remind yourself who you
are. State your name, age
and where you are right
now.

 Stop, look, and listen.
Notice and name what you
can see and hear nearby
and in the distance.

 Take 10 slow deep breaths.
Focus your attention on
each breath on the way in
and on the way out.

 Get up, walk around,
taking time to notice each
step as you take one, then
another.

 Splash water on your face
or place a cool wet cloth
on your face.

 Write and/or say grounding
statements:

 Listen to music. Pay close
attention and listen for
something new or
different.

 My anxiety/fear/sadness
won’t kill me; it just
doesn’t feel good right
now.
 These are just my
feelings and eventually
they’ll go away.

IDENTIFY TRIGGERS

WHAT ELSE
CAN I DO?

Pay attention to any triggers for anxiety
that you may experience over the next
week. Write them down in the following
categories. You may have triggers in all of
these areas or you may notice triggers in
only one or two.
 Emotions
 Mental images
 Physical states
 Thoughts
 Presence of others
 Physical setting
 Social pressure
 Activities

Handouts and videos are available at
https://calbaptist.edu/counselingcenter/student-resources

WHAT ELSE
CAN I DO?



Breathing exercises



Sleep hygiene



Meditation



Relaxation exercises



Learn more about anxiety, its effects,

and how to cope

HERE TO HELP

CBU COUNSELING CENTER
3626 MONROE ST
951.689.1120
CALBAPTIST.EDU/COUNSELING
AVAILABLE TO STUDENTS
NO ADDITIONAL CHARGE
CONFIDENTIAL

CBU COUNSELING CENTER

MAKE AN
APPOINTMENT
CALL 951.689.1120
or
ONLINE:
https://calbaptist.edu/counseling center/request -first-timeappointment

